2003 NAMPA Media Awards

Editorial Categories

Column: Reviews

Entries are originally commissioned by publication and cover regular columns on books, magazines, film, video, television, music, computer, software, web sites, audio and/or mass media. The column, or columnist, clearly establishes the publication as a voice of authority on any given subject.

*Circulation 30,000 or less*

- **Fifty Plus** - Mark Fetter, Richmond, VA

*Circulation 30,001 - 50,000*

- **Forever Young** - Laurence Levite, Buffalo, NY - Tony Bennet & K.D. Lange "A Wonderful World"
- **Senior Circuit** - Karen Zarky, St. Louis, MO - "Silver Screening"

*Circulation 50,001 - 100,000*

- **Senior Beacon** - Stuart Rosenthal, Silver Springs, MD - "Jazzy Ain't Misbehavin'"

*Circulation 100,001 or more*

- **Southern California Senior Life** - Rich Davey, Los Angeles, CA - "Silks, Robes and a Radish or Two"
- **50 Plus Senior News** - Frank Trotta, Bellport, NY - "Slice of New York"

Senior Issues

Entries cover regular columns on senior issues, advice, behavior and health issues or senior resources. The column, or columnist, clearly establishes the publication as a voice of authority on any given subject.

*Circulation 30,000 or less*

- **Forever Young** - Laurence Levite, Buffalo, NY - "Being Well: You Need To Know"
- **Northwest Prime Time** - Chris Mitchell, Tukwila, WA - "Mind Matters"

*Circulation 50,001 - 100,000*

- **Senior Beacon** - Stuart Rosenthal, Silver Springs, MD "Southern California entertains,from Disney to Nixon"

*Circulation 100,001 or more*

- **Lovin' Life Newspapers** - Steve Fish, AZ, NV - "When is it Time to Stop Driving? Make an Honest Evaluation now"